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Abstract

CAN protocol is a serial bus protocol that complements the previously existing shortcomings in the
point-to-point network topology, and it provides full-duplex communications for transmitting data
between the host nodes consisting of the network. In addition, the CAN protocol has many advan-
tages in terms of scalability and efficiency for the cost to wire the network devices. Due to this fact,
many car manufacturers have adapted the CAN protocol for implementing their in-vehicle networks.
Even though the CAN protocol is widely used for in-vehicle networks, it still does not support any
security mechanism to provide safe data transmission, because the size of CAN message is limited
to 8 bytes which is insufficient to contain the fields for the security. The network nodes, ECUs using
the CAN protocol basically transmit the data in a broadcast way while not applying encryption or
authentication to the transmitted data. Therefore, the attackers can sniff and analyze the data trans-
mitted through the CAN bus, and also they can inject their malformed data to control the in-vehicle
network. In this paper, we propose a novel anomaly detection framework to protect the in-vehicle
network that uses CAN bus protocol. Our proposed framework uses many hidden markov models to
represent the normality of the network, and the models are generated using two types of network in-
formation; the transmission time interval and the payload data changes. In evaluation, we had several
experiments, and it was found that the proposed framework can detect abnormal network behaviors
accurately.

Keywords: Controller Area Network, In-Vehicle Network, Hidden Markov Model, Anomaly De-
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology(IT), the electronic systems in vehicles have
evolved to provide many diverse functionalities to the drivers. Many sensors and ECUs(Electronic Con-
trol Units) are equipped in modern vehicles such as the connected car and autonomous driving car, and
the many data are transmitted among these electronic devices to share the essential information that each
device needs, to provide many functions.
CAN(Controller Area Network) protocol which is a serial bus protocol is very widely used to provide
in-vehicle communications. Since the CAN bus protocol is firstly introduced in ISO(International Stan-
dardization Organization) 11898 standard [1], it has been adopted by many car manufacturers because it
was proven that the CAN protocol spends relatively low costs to implement and it is reliable and scalable
.
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Even the CAN bus protocol has many advantages in the network performance and the cost efficiency for
the development, it has the critical issues regarding the secure communications[2]. For many years, many
researchers have emphasized the need for security of the CAN bus by introducing attacks that compro-
mise the CAN bus. Most of the attacks demonstrated by many researchers are conducted by analyzing
the CAN messages normally transmitted through CAN bus and injecting malicious CAN messages to
control the network. it is because the CAN bus protocol does not support any security mechanisms such
as encryption and authentication. The size of the CAN message is limited to only 8 bytes, and even in
the case of CAN-FD(CAN with Flexible DataRate), the maximum size of the message is only 64 bytes.
In addition, the requirements for time overhead to process the messages are strict. Therefore, it is infea-
sible to make the message includes the security information or to perform the encryption to secure the
message.
In this paper, we propose an anomaly detection framework that detects the abnormal network behaviors
without modifying the original protocol to apply the security mechanisms. To distinguish the normal be-
haviors and the abnormal behaviors, our framework extracts two kinds of sequential features from normal
CAN message dataset such as [3][4] and uses them to generate the HMM(Hidden Markov Model)[5][6].
The sequential features used are the hamming distance sequence and the transmission time interval se-
quences extracted from the message sequence for each CAN ID. The HMM is used for the anomaly
detection model since the algorithm can accurately represent the sequential data within a relatively short
time. The two types of HMM models per each CAN Id message sequence are used for the detection, and
in detail, each HMM produces the score that represents the normality of the given input CAN message
sequence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section.2 presents the background behind the CAN bus
protocol and explains the security problems that exist in the protocol, and Section.3 describes previ-
ous researches to secure the CAN bus protocols. Section.4 explains our HMM-based anomaly detection
framework in detail, and Section.5 shows the experimental results to evaluate our proposed framework
in terms of detection accuracy. Lastly, Section.6 summarizes our research and provides future work.

2 Background

2.1 CAN Overview

CAN bus protocol is a communication protocol designed to support the full-duplex communication to
transmit non-host bus messages between network nodes such as ECUs in an in-vehicle network. The
CAN messages are transmitted in a broadcasting manner through the CAN bus channel so that all network
nodes, ECUs connected to the bus can send and receive all messages on the CAN bus channel.

Figure 1: The format of standard CAN data frame

As shown in Fig.1, the CAN message is composed of several fields such as the arbitration field, con-
trol field, data field, CRC(Cyclic Redundancy Check) field, and ACK(Acknowledgement) field. In our
method, the information contained in the arbitration field and the data field is used among the all informa-
tion in many fields in the CAN message, with the transmission time that does not appear in the message.
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The arbitration field contains the CAN Id which is a unique identifier indicating the transmission priority
and type of the message[1], and it is originally used to perform the congestion control. For example, the
CAN message includes the lowest Id selected by comparing each bit with the one in the other message,
and it is transmitted firstly [1]. In our method, the CAN Id of the message is used to generate HMMs
separately according to the Id value. In detail, Two different types of HMM (Time interval-based HMM
and Hamming distance-based HMM) are generated per each CAN ID. The data field contains the payload
data that the sender node tries to transmit to the other nodes, and in our method, the payload data of the
CAN message for each different CAN Id is analyzed to check the degree of the data change compared to
the previously transmitted CAN message that has the same CAN ID.

2.2 Threats on CAN Bus Protocol

The CAN bus protocol basically uses the broadcast transmission, so any network nodes in the bus channel
can receive all messages which are not encrypted. If there are some malicious nodes in the network, they
can analyze them to perform additional attacks. In addition, since the CAN message does not include
the sender’s address(or identifier), it is impossible to seize which node has sent the CAN message. If
an attacker injects the malicious messages into the CAN bus, all malicious messages will be treated as
normal messages by all nodes. Due to the property of the protocol, the following attacks can threaten the
CAN bus communication.

(i) spoofing attack - An unauthorized attacker can send malicious messages by disguising a malicious
node as a normal node.

(ii) fuzzing attack - Malicious nodes can inject invalid data into the vehicle network and disrupt the
functioning of normal ECUs.

(iii) sniffing attack - If the message is delivered as an unencrypted plaintext message, the message can
be intercepted by a passive attacker.

(iv) replay attack - An attacker can capture the message sent in plaintext from the ECU responsible for
certain important functions (e.g, turning off the engine, operating the brake) and the attacker can
re-transmit the collected message to control the vehicle.

3 Related Work

The CAN bus protocol has the advantage of being able to broadcast messages efficiently between many
ECUs consisting of the in-vehicle network, but there are security vulnerabilities because it was not de-
signed with security in mind[2]. Therefore, various kinds of methods to protect CAN bus communica-
tion have been researched. C.Miller and C.Valasek[3] hacked the Jeep Cherokee vehicle by exploiting
the CAN bus communication and demonstrated that not only the air conditioner and radio but also the
important functions of the vehicle, such as brake, accelerator, and ignition, were remotely controlled by
the attackers. By showing that it is feasible to control the network by injecting the malformed messages
using the remotely compromised telematics system, the researchers proved that the vehicle physically
non-reachable is considered safe no longer. Olufowobi et al. [7] analyzed the transmission period and
response time of the CAN message, and they proposed a method to generate a detection model that can
set the threshold value range for the arrival time of a normal CAN message. Using the model, the arrival
time of the CAN message per CAN Id is examined to check if it exceeds the threshold range specified in
the model. If the arrival time is not in the pre-defined threshold range, then the model flags that the given
CAN message dataset is abnormal. Wang et al. [8] use the property that the dominant bits (logic 0) of the
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CAN Id have a higher transmission priority over the recessive bits (logic 1). In detail, they assumed that
the attacker will inject the CAN message that has the low CAN Id to make the bus being occupied by
their malicious messages, and their proposed method checks the entropy of the probability of occurrence
of recessive bit in each bit of the CAN ID. If the entropy is not in range of the case when only normal
messages exist, then the detection method notifies that the attack has occurred. Song et al. [9] proposed
an intrusion detection system that detects message injection attacks using features of transmission time
intervals of CAN messages. After capturing messages from the CAN bus and analyzing the transmission
time interval data per the CAN ID, if some messages that are transmitted within the too short interval
or too long interval are found, then it is considered that there were injection attacks on the in-vehicle
network. Delwar et al.[10] proposed a LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) based CAN IDS (Intrusion
detection system). LSTM classifier is trained using the normal CAN messages and the simulated CAN
messages for the attacks such as DoS (Denial of Service), fuzzing, and spoofing attacks. In detail, the
CAN Id sequence, DLC (Data length code) sequence, and payload data sequence are extracted from
the training data set and the extracted features are used to generate the LSTM model. The researchers
used two kinds of LSTM models; the Vanilla LSTM model and the Stacked LSTM model, and they
checked the performance for each. As a result, they found that the Vanilla LSTM model with a single
hidden layer showed the highest attack detection rate. Jerin et al.[11] proposed a hybrId approach that
detects the CAN bus attacks. Firstly, the proposed method extracts the whole CAN Id sequence from
the whole CAN messages collected in a normal situation, and the method extracts the small CAN Id
patterns by moving the sliding window whose size is set to 4. The CAN Id patterns collected from the
normal dataset are examined with the patterns extracted in real-time. By checking whether the currently
extracted pattern is included in the normal pattern set, the method detects the abnormal behaviors in
the current network. In addition to this, the method also measured the time intervals of the transmitted
messages . The normal time interval for each CAN Id is first calculated and used to compare with the
interval measured in real-time. When the timestamp value of the most recently transmitted message for a
certain CAN Id is out of the pre-extracted normal time interval, then the method considers that the attack
has occurred. Boumiza et al.[12] proposed Hidden Markov Model-based method to detect the anomaly
in the in-vehicle network. The proposed method uses the CAN messages that have constant bit values or
bit values increasing or decreasing within a certain range, in their payload data, and the bit value changes
that can be extracted by analyzing CAN messages are used as features for the HMM.

4 Proposed framework

4.1 HMM based Anomaly Detection System

Our HMM-based anomaly detection framework consists of a training phase and a detection phase, and
the overall architecture of the framework is shown in Fig.2. Our framework uses multiple HMMs to check
the abnormality in various aspects. There are two types of HMMs, called time interval-based HMM and
hamming distance-based HMM, and these two types of HMMs are generated separately per CAN ID.
For the training phase, only a normal CAN message dataset is used to generate the multiple HMMs.
More specifically, the sequences of the time intervals of normal CAN messages are used to generate both
the time interval-based HMMs, and the sequences of the hamming distances of normal CAN messages
are used to generate the hamming distance-based HMMs. After training the HMMs is done, the log-
likelihood which is used as a score that represents the normality of given sequential data is calculated by
using the training data again. Each score is used to define the normal threshold range. In the detection
phase, the time interval sequence per each CAN Id and the hamming distance sequence per each CAN
Id are extracted from the CAN message sequence first, and the sequences are inputted to each matched
HMM to calculate the log-likelihood. Then, the framework checks whether the calculated values are in
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the predefined normal ranges.

Figure 2: Architecture of Our Proposed Detection System

4.1.1 Time Interval Sequence Extractor

A CAN message can be classified into the periodic message and the event message, according to trans-
mission type. Although there are event messages transmitted in CAN bus, most of the messages trans-
mitted in the bus are periodic. If an attacker injects malicious messages or suspends normal messages,
then the transmission period of the messages affected by the attack will be changed, compared with the
normal period. Consequently, our framework uses the time interval information for anomaly detection.
The time interval sequence extractor is a module that has a role to extract the time interval informa-
tion. The Time interval sequence extractor first separates the whole CAN message sequence according
to the CAN Id that each message includes. For example, if there is a sequence consists of the messages
that includes different CAN Id (e.g., [Id=1, Id=2, Id=3, Id=1, Id=2, Id=3, Id=1, Id=2, Id=3...]), then the
whole sequence will be separated into three sequences per CAN Id (e.g., [Id=1, Id=1, ...], [Id=2, Id=2,
...], [Id=3, Id=3, ...]). After all sequences are extracted, The Time interval sequence extractor calculates
the transmission time interval between the consecutive CAN messages in each sequence, and the time
interval values are listed to form a sequence.

4.1.2 Hamming Distance Sequence Extractor

CAN message with the same Id are usually used for the same functionality. The payload bytes included in
the messages with the same Id have the same or similar value, or there are many messages with the same
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CAN Id whose payload bytes increase or decrease by a certain unit. The gap between the payload bytes
of consecutive messages with the same Id tends to be constant or similar. If an attacker injects malicious
messages, then the value gap of the injected messages’ payload data and the benign messages’ payload
data before and after injection will be different, compared with the gap among the benign messages.
Therefore, our framework uses the data changes in payload bytes of consecutive frames in a transmission
flow. Like the time interval sequence extractor, the hamming distance sequence extractor first extracts
the sequences that consist of the CAN messages with the same ID. And the hamming distances[13] of
consecutive frames in a transmission flow are calculated and arranged to form a sequence. The hamming
distance means the number of different bits between two given bit sequences, and each bit in the same
position is compared in turn to count the different bits. Hamming distance of two sequences, x and y can
be computed as follows Eq.1:

D = ∑
k
i=1 |xi− yi| ,where xi, yi are the ith bit in x and y

(1)

4.1.3 HMM Generator

HMM [14][5] is an algorithm that is widely used to model sequential data for various applications such as
speech recognition, bioinformatics, and so on. The HMM algorithm can estimate the degree of matches
between the given sequential data and the pre-trained model. More in detail, the log-likelihood which
means the degree of matches can be computed from the forward algorithm of HMM. In our framework,
HMMs for time interval sequences and HMMs for hamming distance sequences are generated by HMM
generator and their log-likelihood values are used for threshold-based detection. For the HMM gener-
ation, the parameters such as the number of states, emission probabilities, transition probabilities, and
initial probabilities should be specified first. The number of states is set to five and the initial probabilities
and emission probabilities are randomly selected.

Figure 3: Example of HMM

4.1.4 Log-likelihood Extractor

Using multiple HMMs, it is possible to extract the log-likelihood values calculated by the forward algo-
rithm. The log-likelihood is a measure that represents how the given input sequence fits well with the train
HMM, and the higher value of the log-likelihood means that the given sequence is more well-matched
with the HMM[15][16].
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4.1.5 Threshold-based Detector

The threshold-based detector has the log-likelihood values calculated using the time interval sequences
and the hamming distance sequences of the benign CAN messages in the training dataset. And each
threshold is used to determine whether the given data is abnormal or not. In our framework, The only
input data whose log-likelihood values from -10% to +10% of the threshold are considered normal. In
the opposite case, the inputs are considered abnormal.

5 Evaluation

In this section, the experimental results for evaluating our proposed framework are described. HMM
adapting time interval sequence and HMM adapting hamming distance sequence are evaluated separately,
and the individual detection performance for each is described in turn. The public dataset that is used in
previous works [3][4] is used in our experiments. The dataset contains the CAN messages collected from
a Hyundai Avante(CN7) vehicle, and the CAN messages for the attack such as flooding, spoofing, replay,
and fuzzing are also included in the dataset. Table 1 describes the configuration of the training set and
test set. The training dataset consists of total of 179,347 normal CAN messages, and the test dataset to
evaluate the true negative and the false positive consists of 180,687 normal CAN messages, and the test
dataset to evaluate the true positive and the false negative consists of both of 941,535 normal messages
and 107,040 attack messages.

Table 1: Dataset Configuration
Usage # of normal messages # of attack messages

Training dataset 179,347 0
Test dataset(TN,FP) 180,687 0
Test dataset(TP,FN) 941,535 107,040

5.0.1 Detection Performance of HMMs for time interval sequence data

Our framework generates the time interval-based HMMs to check whether there are CAN messages that
violate the normal transmission period. From the training set shown in Table 1, the 73 time interval-based
HMMs which are the models representing 73 CAN Ids’ flows were generated, and the generated HMMs
were evaluated using the two different test dataset: one for the true negative(or false positive) and one for
the true positive(or false negative). Fig 4 and Fig 5 show the evaluation result. The graph in each figure
describes the threshold ranges for the 73 HMMs and the log-likelihood values that were obtained by
applying each test dataset to the HMMs. As a result, all HMMs accurately were able to detect the attack
messages without the false negative. In the case of the test using only the normal messages, the 72 time
interval-based HMMs were able to identify the normal messages accurately, a single HMM misjudged
that a normal sequence is abnormal because the log-likelihood value was not in the threshold range.

5.0.2 Detection Performance of HMMs for hamming distance sequence data

Our framework generates the hamming distance-based HMMs to check whether there are CAN messages
whose payload contains exceptional values in bits. The training set shown in Table 1 was used to generate
the 73 hamming distance-based HMMs for 73 CAN Id. Fig 6 and Fig 7 show the evaluation result. As
a result, the true negative, the false positive, and the true positive were 49, 24, and 73, respectively, and
there was no false negative.
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Figure 4: True Negative Test for Time Interval-based HMMs

Figure 5: True Positive Test for Time Interval-based HMMs

Figure 6: True Negative Test for Hamming Distance-based HMMs

Figure 7: True Positive Test for Hamming Distance-based HMMs
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5.1 Overall Performance Metrics

To provide the overall performance of our proposed framework, Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1
Score were calculated using the true positive (TP), the true negative (TN), the false positive (FP), and the
false negative (FN) measured through the experiments. The equations for the performance metrics are
listed in Eq.2345

Accuracy =
T P+T N

T P+T N +FP+FN
(2)

Precision =
T P

FP+T P
(3)

Recall =
T P+FN

T P
(4)

F1 score = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(5)

As a result, the overall performance of our proposed framework utilizing various HMMs is summa-
rized in Table.2. The accuracy and F1 score of the detection using the time interval-based HMMs were
all about 0.993, and the hamming distance-based HMMs produced an accuracy of 0.836 and F1 score
of 0.860 respectively. The performance of the hamming distance-based HMMs was not high enough
because of the high false positive cases. The false positive has occurred by the HMMs generated with
the CAN messages that don’t have any constant or tendency data. It is possible to use the time interval-
based HMMs and the hamming distance-based HMMs together. Therefore, if the framework excludes
the HMMs that occur false positive, then our framework can detect all attacks accurately without false
positives.

Table 2: Final Experimental Result
Sequence Data Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score
Time Interval 0.993 0.986 1.0 0.993

Hamming Distance 0.836 0.753 1.0 0.860

6 Conclusion

In the paper, we proposed a framework to detect abnormal network behaviors for attacks on CAN bus
communication. Our proposed framework uses two kinds of HMMs: the time interval-based HMMs and
the hamming distance-based HMMs. Each HMM is generated with each CAN message flow consisting
of the messages with the same Id. With the dataset collected from the vehicle(Avante), we evaluated our
time interval-based HMMs and hamming distance-based HMMs, and their accuracy values measured
as 0.993 and 0.836 in turn. And if the time interval-based HMMs and hamming distance-based HMMs
are used together or used exclusively, it is possible to achive the 100% accuracy . In the future, we will
continue to perform research to improve our proposed framework by maximizing the number of the
useful features for the anomaly detection. In addition, we have a plan to develop a ensemble method that
combines the output of the multiple HMM to produce one solid normality score.
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